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Curriculum Overview 2021-22 Cycle: 2 Cohort: Early Years Unit

Global Theme - Values & Attributes:
Valuing Diversity

‘Valuing others as equal and different.’

Global Theme - Knowledge & Understanding:
Sustainable Development:

‘Similarities and differences between places in
various parts of the world, including our own, St

Mary’s’

Global Theme -  Global Citizenship Skills:
Ability to manage complexity & uncertainty

‘Describe feelings about changes in own life and
locality.’

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2

Global Theme Overview: Global Theme Overview: Global Theme Overview: Global Theme Overview: Global Theme Overview: Global Theme Overview:

Children explore what
makes our school
community diverse, what it
is to be an individual, and
then reflect on what
makes them different, but
also what makes them part
of a community.

Children to investigate what
it means to be physically
and mentally imparied.
Children will create an
action plan to improve the
learning environment for
people with physical and
mental barriers to learning.

Children explore locality,
researching what makes
Berwick unique. They
compare with the town in
Nepal (international school
link) the school is working
with.

Children research how the
differences between the 2
localities impacts on
barriers for learning for the
children. Raise awareness
of specific issues on
sustainable education for
both schools.

Children research the
impact of plastic pollution
and the impacts on the
global world and their own
experiences and lives.

Children explore the
impacts of change on
mental well-being and look
for ideas to use to reduce
impact when faced by
change.

Diversity, Community &
Global Project Outcome:

Diversity, Community &
Global Project Outcome:

Diversity, Community &
Global Project Outcome:

Diversity, Community &
Global Project Outcome:

Diversity, Community &
Global Project Outcome:

Diversity, Community &
Global Project Outcome:

Children create a video
showing celebrating them
as individuals and as a
member of the team. This
is to be shared on school
website and social media.

Children present action
plans to governors to
improve the accessibility of
the school to all, whatever
the physical or mental
barrier.

Children produce a display
highlighting the similarities
and differences between
the schools for display in
communal public areas.

Arrange a coffee morning
to raise awareness and
funds to support an agreed
target for the international
school.

Children prepare food,
games and sing.

Children to organise and
promote a litter picker
event within the local
community, and to invite
family and friends to help.

Children plan the transition
days within school, to
support the findings of their
research.
Children produce top tips
for managing change to
use in the summer
holidays.

Global Text: Global Text: Global Text: Global Text: Global Text: Global Text:



Well-being focus: Well-being focus: Well-being focus: Well-being focus: Well-being focus: Well-being focus:

Connect Take Notice Give Be Active Keep Learning

Well-being Experience: Well-being Experience: Well-being Experience: Well-being Experience: Well-being Experience: Well-being Experience:

● World Mental Health
Day

● Community lunches.
● Christmas

community events.

● Outdoor days-
supporting our local
environment.

● Red Nose Day ● Race for life ● Transition activities
● Celebration Service.

Christian Core Value: Christian Core Value: Christian Core Value: Christian Core Value: Christian Core Value: Christian Core Value:

Perseverance Hope Humility Thankfulness Creativity Friendship

CCV Experience: CCV Experience: CCV Experience: CCV Experience: CCV Experience: CCV Experience:

● Blessing for the
school year.

● Harvest Service.

● All Saints Day.
● Advent Service.
● Christmas Nativity.

● Epiphany Service
● Lent Service

● Easter Service.
● Mothering Sunday

Service.

● Pentecost ● Celebration Service.



Statements in Italic are non-statutory.

Curriculum Overview: Curriculum Overview: Curriculum Overview: Curriculum Overview: Curriculum Overview: Curriculum Overview:

Once upon a time
Traditional tales

Into the Woods At the seaside
Under the sea

In the Garden
Nursery Rhymes

Travel back in Time
Knights and Castles

Mini-Beasts

Curriculum Drivers: Curriculum Drivers: Curriculum Drivers: Curriculum Drivers: Curriculum Drivers: Curriculum Drivers:

Communication

To become confident and
fluent speakers.

To help children find their
voice!

Community &
Ambition

To develop a sense of
pride and respect for

others and themselves.

Enquiry and
Curiosity

For children to be curious
about the world around

them and ask questions.

Adventure

Experiences to develop
imagination and manage

real risks.

Independence &
Challenge

To develop the life skills
necessary to work with

growing independence and
perseverance.

World Citizens &
Diversity

To understand where they
live and the wider world.
To show respect towards

the environment,
communities and religions.

Core Texts: Core Texts: Core Texts: Core Texts: Core Texts: Core Texts:

Texts to be Shared: Texts to be Shared: Texts to be Shared: Texts to be Shared: Texts to be Shared: Texts to be Shared:



CLD: CLD: CLD: CLD: CLD: CLD:

Recalling and
Retelling stories

Listens to stories with
increasing attention and
recall.
Joins in with repeated
refrains.
Can anticipate key events
and phrases in rhymes and
stories.
Shows understanding of
prepositions by selecting
the correct pictures.
Use intonation, rhythm and
phrasing to make the
meaning clear to others.
Use talk in pretending that
objects stand for
something else in play.

Speaking and
Listening with others

Listen to others one to one
when conversation
interests them.
Listen to others in a small
group.
Responds to simple
instructions.
Can retell a simple past
event in the correct order.
Use talk to recall and relive
past experiences.
Use vocabulary focused on
people that are important
to them.
Builds vocabulary that
reflects the breadth of their
experiences.

Vocabulary and
Questions

Can listen to others one to
one.
Can focus attention.
Beginning to understand
‘why’ and ‘how’ questions.
Questions why things
happen and gives
explanations.
Uses a range of tenses.
Use vocabulary focused on
objects that are of
importance to them.
Builds vocabulary that
reflects the breadth of their
experiences.

Instructions and
Understanding

Can focus attention.
Can listen and do, shifting
own attention.
Is able to follow directions.
Understands the use of
objects.
Shows understanding of
prepositions by carrying
out an action.
Responds to simple
instructions.
Uses a range of tenses.
Builds vocabulary that
reflects the breadth of their
experiences.

Clarify thinking and
Ideas

Can listen to others one to
one and in a group.
Responds to simple
instructions.
Beginning to use more
complex sentences to link
thoughts.
Use talk to connect ideas,
explain what is happening
and anticipate what might
happen next.
Use intonation and phrasing
to make the meaning clear
to others.
Use talk in pretending that
objects stand for something
else in play.

Explaining Knowledge
and Understanding

Can listen to others
respectfully.
Can focus attention to
listen to others.
Understands the use of
objects.
Beginning to understand
‘why’ and ‘how’ questions.
Questions why things
happen and gives
explanations.
Is using more complex
sentences to link thoughts.
Use vocabulary focused on
objects that are of
importance to them.

Maintains attention, sits
quietly during appropriate
activity.
Understands humour.
Able to follow a story
without pictures or props.
Use language to imagine
and recreate roles and
experiences in play
situations.

Maintains attention.
Responds to instructions
involving a two part
sequence.
Listens and responds to
ideas expressed by others.
Extend vocabulary by
exploring the meaning and
sounds of new words.
Use language to imagine

Maintains attention and
concentrates.
Able to follow a story
without pictures or props.
Listens and responds to
ideas expressed by others
in a conversation.
Extend vocabulary by
grouping and naming.
Extend vocabulary by

Two-channelled attention,
can listen and do for a
short span.
Responds to instructions
involving a two part
sequence.
Use language to imagine
and recreate roles and
experiences in play
situations.

Maintains attention and
concentrates.
Listens and responds to
ideas expressed by others in
a conversation.
Links statements and sticks
to a main theme or intention.
Use talk to clarify thinking
and ideas.

Maintain attention and
concentrate when listening
to others.
Listens and responds to
ideas expressed by others
in a discussion.
Links statements and
sticks to a main theme or
intention.
Use talk to clarify thinking



Introduce a storyline or
narrative into their play.

and recreate roles and
experiences in play
situations.

exploring the meaning and
sounds of new words.
Introduce a storyline or
narrative into their play.

Uses talk to organise and
sequence events.

and feelings.

LA&U
Respond to what they
hear with comments
when being read to.

LA&U
Make comments about
what they have heard.

S
Participate in small
group and one-to-one
discussions.

LA&U
Listen attentively and
respond to what they
hear with relevant
questions during small
group interventions.

S
Offer ideas using
recently introduced
vocabulary.

LA&U
Make comments about
what they have heard
and ask questions to
clarify their
understanding.

S
Offer explanations why
things might happen,
using recently
introduced vocabulary.

Express ideas using full
sentences and
conjunctions, with
modelling and support.

LA&U
Make comments about
what they have heard and
ask questions to clarify
their understanding.

Hold conversation when
engaged in back and forth
exchanges with their
teachers and peers.
S
Participate in small group
and class discussions,
offering their own ideas,
using recently introduced
vocabulary.

Express their ideas and
feelings about their
experiences using full
sentences, including use
of past, present and future
tenses.

LA&U
Listen attentively and
respond to what they
hear with relevant
questions, comments
and actions when being
read to and during whole
class discussions and
small group
interventions.
Hold conversation when
engaged in back and
forth exchanges with
their teachers and peers.

S
Offer explanations of
why things might
happen, making use of
recently introduced
vocabulary from stories,
non-fiction, rhymes and
poems when appropriate.

Express their ideas and
feelings about their
experiences using full
sentences, including use
of past, present and
future tenses and making
use of conjunctions, with
modelling and support.

PD: PD: PD: PD: PD: PD:

Keeping Healthy
Balancing & Yoga

Move freely with
confidence in a range of
ways.

Healthy Eating
Ball skills

Use one handed tools and
equipment.
Can catch a large ball.

Self-care & awareness
Gymnastics

Climb stairs and equipment
safely.
Holds a pencil and uses it

Staying Safe
Team Games

Run skilfully and negotiate
space successfully.
Use one-handed tools and

Physical skills
Ball skills

Can stand on one foot.
Can catch a large ball.
Draw lines and circles using

Fine motor skills
Dance

Move freely with
confidence in a range of
ways.



Runs skilfully.
Can stand on one foot.
Hold a pencil between
thumb and fingers.
Can tell adults when they
are tired.
Observe the effects of
activity on their bodies.

Follow hand washing
routines.

Can tell adults when they
are hungry.
Understands that tools and
equipment have to be used
safely.

Begin to understand the
importance of
handwashing.

with good control.
Tell adults when they want
to rest or play.
Can attend to toileting
needs most of the time.
Wash and dry hands.
Dress with help.

To be aware of important
hand washing routines to
prevent the spread of
viruses.

equipment.
Can copy some letters.
Use tools and equipment
safely.
Wash and dry hands.

Show understanding of
hygiene and prevention
of viruses being spread.

gross motor movements.
Can dress themself.

Independently washing
and drying hands
correctly.

Use one-handed tools and
equipment.
Holds pencil near point
between first two fingers
and thumb, using it with
good control.
Can form some letters.
Dress themselves - use a
zip and fasteners.

Following hand washing
routines and can say why
we must wash our hands.

Experiments with ways to
move.
Negotiates space
successfully when moving.
Begins to form
recognisable letters.
Understanding of good
practice regarding exercise
and sleeping.

To wash their hands
thoroughly.

Shows control in pushing,
patting, throwing, catching
and kicking.
Handles tools safely and
with increasing control.
Shows preference for a
dominant hand.
Eats a healthy range of
food and understands the
need for a variety in food.
Understanding of good
practice with regard to
eating.

Shows good practice
when hand washing.

Travel with confidence and
skill.
Travel with confidence and
skill, under, over and
through equipment.
Jump and land
appropriately.
Show increasing control
over objects.
To form recognisable
letters.
Dry and clean during the
day.
Understanding of good
practice regarding hygiene.

Understands why it is
important to wash our
hands.

Negotiate space
successfully, adjusting
speed and changing
direction to avoid
obstacles.
Handle tools and
equipment safely and with
increasing control.
Understanding of the need
for safety when tackling
new challenges.
Manage some risks.
Transport and store
equipment safely.
Practices appropriate
safety measures without
direct supervision.

Demonstrates  good
practice to prevent
spreading viruses.

Increasing control in
pushing, patting, throwing,
catching and kicking.
Jump and land
appropriately.
Use a pencil effectively to
form recognisable letters.

Understands how we can
prevent the spread of
viruses  through hand
washing routines.

Experiments with ways to
move.
Negotiates space
successfully when moving.
Use simple tools to effect
changes to materials.
Handles objects and
malleable materials with
control.
Use anticlockwise
movement to retrace
vertical lines.

Can talk about how
viruses are spread.

GM
Demonstrate balance and
coordination.

FM
Use a range of small
tools, including
paintbrushes and cutlery.

GM
Move energetically such
as running, skipping and
jumping.

Negotiate space safely.

FM

GM
Demonstrate strength,
balance and coordination
when playing.

FM
Use a range of small tools,
including scissors,

GM
Negotiate space and
obstacles safely, with
consideration for
themselves and others.

Move energetically, such
as running, jumping,



Using the tripod grip. paintbrushes and cutlery. dancing, hopping,
skipping and climbing.

FM
Hold a pencil effectively
in preparation for fluent
writing – tripod grip.

Begin to show accuracy
and care when drawing.

Well-being: Well-being: Well-being: Well-being: Well-being: Well-being:

Settling in school

Relationships

Hygiene

Keeping clean!

Exploring emotions

Why might I feel this
way?

Hygiene

Looking after your teeth

Staying safe

Indoors and outdoors

Healthy choices

Diet

PSED: PSED: PSED: PSED: PSED: PSED:

Feelings and
Emotions

Demonstrates friendly
behaviour.
Welcomes and values
praise for what they have
done.
More outgoing towards
people in new social
situations.
Will communicate freely
about own home and
community.
Aware of own feelings, and
knows that some actions
and words can hurt others’
feelings.
Begin to accept the needs
of others, take turns and
share resources.
Can usually tolerate delay
when needs are not
immediately met.

Friendship and Play

Can play in a group,
extending and elaborating
play ideas.
Initiates play, offering cues
to peers to join them.
Keeps play going by
responding to what others
are saying or doing.
Demonstrates friendly
behaviour, forming good
relationships with peers.
Is more outgoing towards
unfamiliar people and more
confident in new social
situations.
Confident to talk to other
children when playing.
Aware of own feelings, and
knows that some actions
and words can hurt others’
feelings.

Social skills, working
together

Can play in a group,
extending and elaborating
play ideas.
Initiates play, offering cues
to peers to join them.
Demonstrates friendly
behaviour, forming good
relationships with peers
and familiar adults.
Can select and use
activities and resources
with help.
Confident in talking to other
children when playing, and
will communicate freely
about own home.
Begin to accept the needs
of others, take turns and
share resources.

Rules and Behaviour

Keeps play going by
responding to what others
are saying or doing.
Enjoys the responsibility of
carrying out small tasks.
Shows confidence in
asking adults for help.
Understands that some
actions and words can hurt
others’ feelings.
Take turns and share
resources with others.
Can usually tolerate delay
when needs are not
immediately met, and
understands wishes may
not always be met.
Can usually adapt
behaviour to different
social situations and
changes in routine.

Building confidence

Initiates play, offering cues
to peers to join them.
Initiating conversations and
forming good relationships
with peers and familiar
adults.
Can select and use activities
and resources.
Welcomes and values
praise for what they have
done.
Is more outgoing towards
unfamiliar people and more
confident in new social
situations.
Confident to talk to other
children.
Shows confidence in asking
adults for help.
Adapt behaviour to different
social situations.

Making choices

Initiating conversations
with peers and adults.
Enjoys the responsibility of
carrying out small tasks.
Confident in new social
situations.
Is confident to ask adults
for help.
Can adapt behaviour to
different events, social
situations and changes in
routine.



Initiates conversation,
attends to and takes
account of what others say.
Confident to speak to
others about own needs
and wants.
Understands that own
actions can affect other
people.
Can comfort another child
when they realise they
have upset them.
Aware of boundaries and
behavioural expectations.

Takes steps to resolve
conflicts with other
children.
Confident to speak to
others about own needs,
wants and interests.
Can comfort another child
when they realise they
have upset them.

Initiates conversation,
attends to and takes
account of what others say.
Asks appropriate questions
of others.
Confident to speak about
own interests and opinions.
Beginning to be able to
negotiate and solve
problems without
aggression.

Takes steps to resolve
conflicts with other
children.
Understands that own
actions can affect other
people.
Follows boundaries set,
and behavioural
expectations in the setting.
Begin to solve problems
without aggression.

Initiates conversation,
attends to and takes
account of what others say.
Explains own knowledge
and understanding.
Confident to speak about
own opinions.
Can describe self in positive
terms and talk about
abilities.

Explains own knowledge
and understanding, and
asks appropriate questions
of others.
Resolve conflicts with other
children.
Can describe self in
positive terms and talk
about abilities.
To negotiate and solve
problems without
aggression.

SR
Show understanding of
their own feelings.
Begin to regulate
behaviour accordingly.

BR
Work and play
cooperatively and take
turns with others.

Form positive
attachments to adults
and friendships with
peers.

BR
Work and play
cooperatively and take
turns with others.

MS
Confident to try new
activities.

MS
Explain the reasons for
rules, know right from
wrong and try to behave
accordingly.

SR
Show an understanding
of their own feelings and
those of others, and
begin to regulate their
behaviour accordingly.

BR
Form positive attachments
to adults and friendships
with peers.

MS
Be confident to try new
activities and show
independence, resilience
and perseverance in the
face of challenge.

Manage their own basic
hygiene and personal
needs, including dressing
and going to the toilet.

SR
Set and work towards
simple goals.

Give focused attention to
what the teacher says,
responding appropriately
even when engaged in
activity.

BR
Work and play
cooperatively and take
turns with others.

Show sensitivity to their
own and others’ needs.

MS
Be confident to try new
activities and show
independence, resilience
and perseverance in the
face of challenge.

Manage their own basic
hygiene and personal
needs, including
dressing and
understanding the
importance of healthy
food choices.

SR
Set and work towards
simple goals, being able
to wait for what they
want and control their



immediate impulses
when appropriate.

Give focused attention to
what the teacher says,
responding appropriately
even when engaged in
activity, and show an
ability to follow
instructions involving
several ideas or actions.

Literacy: Literacy: Literacy: Literacy: Literacy: Literacy:

Story maps
Story sequence
Story structure

Retelling stories
Character description

Poster
Invitation

Talk 4 Writing
Labels and captions

Adjectives
Description

Non-Fiction - Facts
Sentences

Letter

Lists
Instructions

Labels
Sentences

Rhyme and Poetry
Advert

Questions

Diary
Story Building

Letter
Instructions

Rhyme and poetry
Talk4writing -innovate
Labels and captions

Story sequence
Vocabulary

Newspaper Article
Adjectives &
Description

Poems
Non-Fiction - Facts
Recount of a visit

Talk4Writing:Story map
Sentence work

Questions
Non-fiction - facts

Write a Poem
Comic strip

Create stories (ICT)
Booklets

Listens to and joins in with
stories, one-to-one and in
small groups.
Beginning to be aware of
the way stories are
structured.
Joins in with repeated
refrains and anticipates key
events in stories.
Describes story characters.
Shows interest in
illustrations and print in
books and print in the
environment.
Recognise familiar words
such as name and
advertising logos.
Looks at books
independently.
Handles books carefully.
Holds books the correct

Listens to and joins in with
stories and poems,
one-to-one and in small
groups.
Joins in with repeated
refrains and anticipates key
events and phrases in
rhymes and stories.
Aware of the way stories
are structured.
Suggests how the story
might end.
Listens to stories with
increasing attention and
recall.
Describes story characters.
To know that we read from
left to right, top to bottom.
Gives meaning to marks as
they draw and paint.

Enjoys rhyming and
rhythmic activities.
Shows interest in
illustrations and print in
books and print in the
environment.
Look at books
independently.
Handles books carefully.
Knows that information can
be relayed in the form of
print.
Holds books the correct
way up and turns pages.
To know that print carries
meaning.
To know that we read from
left to right, top to bottom.
Ascribe meanings to marks
that they see in different
places.

Enjoys rhyming and
rhythmic activities.
Shows awareness of
rhyme and alliteration.
Recognises rhythm in
spoken words.
Joins in with repeated
refrains and anticipates key
events and phrases in
rhymes and stories.
Suggests how the story
might end.
Describes main story
settings, events and
characters.
Shows interest in print in
the environment.
Recognise familiar
advertising logos.

Aware of the way stories are
structured.
Suggests how the story
might end.
Listens to stories with
increasing attention and
recall.
Describes main story
settings, events and
characters.
Gives meaning to marks as
they draw and paint.
Ascribe meanings to marks
that they see in different
places.

Enjoys rhyming and
rhythmic activities.
Shows awareness of
rhyme and alliteration.
Recognises rhythm in
spoken words.
Shows interest in
illustrations and print in
books.
Look at books
independently.
Handles books carefully.
Knows that information can
be relayed in the form of
print.
To know that we read from
left to right, top to bottom.



way up and turns pages.
Sometimes gives meaning
to marks as they draw and
paint.

Hears and says the initial
sounds in words.
Link sounds to letters.
Begin to read simple
words.
Enjoys a range of books.
Use vocabulary and forms
of speech that are
increasingly influenced by
their experience of books.
Gives meaning to marks
they make as they draw,
write and paint.
Hear and say the initial
sounds in words to write.
Use clearly identifiable
letters.
Write own name, labels
and captions.

Hears and says the initial
sounds in words.
Can segment the sounds in
simple words and blend
them together.
Begin to read words and
simple sentences.
Use vocabulary and forms
of speech that are
increasingly influenced by
their experience of books.
Gives meaning to marks
they make as they draw,
write and paint.
Hear and say the initial
sounds in words to write.
Use clearly identifiable
letters to communicate
meaning, representing
some sounds correctly.

Can segment the sounds in
simple words and blend
them together and know
which letters represent
some of them.
To read words and simple
sentences.
Enjoys an increasing range
of books.
Knows that information can
be retrieved from books
and computers.
Gives meaning to marks
they make when writing.
Break the flow of speech
into words.
Can segment the sounds in
simple words and blend
them to write.
Attempts to write short
sentences.

Continues a rhyming string.
Link sounds to letters.
Use vocabulary and forms
of speech that are
increasingly influenced by
their experience of books.
Break the flow of speech
into words.
Continue a rhyming string -
writing.
Use clearly identifiable
letters to communicate
meaning, representing
sounds correctly.
Write labels and captions.

Link sounds to letters,
naming and sounding the
letters of the alphabet.
To read words and
sentences.
Use vocabulary and forms of
speech that are influenced
by their experience of
books.
Gives meaning to marks
they make as they draw and
paint.
Link sounds to letters,
naming and sounding the
letters of the alphabet to
write.
Attempts to write sentences
in meaningful contexts.

Continues a rhyming string.
Can segment the sounds in
words and blend them
together and know which
letters represent them.
Enjoys an increasing range
of books.
Knows that information can
be retrieved from books
and computers.
Break the flow of speech
into words.
Continue a rhyming string -
writing.
Can segment the sounds in
words and blend them to
write.
Clear identifiable letters
representing sounds
correctly and in sequence.
To write sentences.

C
Demonstrate
understanding of what
has been read to them by
retelling stories and
narratives using their
own words.

C
Anticipate key events in
stories.

C
Use recently introduced
vocabulary.

C
Demonstrate
understanding of what
has been read to them by
retelling stories and
narratives using their
own words and recently
introduced vocabulary.

WR
Read words consistent
with their phonic
knowledge by
sound-blending.

W
Write recognisable

C
Anticipate key events in
stories.

Use and understand
recently introduced
vocabulary during
discussions about stories,
non-fiction and during role
play.
WR
Read aloud simple
sentences and books that
are consistent with their
phonic knowledge,
including some common
exception words.

C
Demonstrate
understanding of what
has been read to them by
retelling stories and
narratives using their
own words and recently
introduced vocabulary.

Use and understand
recently introduced
vocabulary during
discussions about
stories, non-fiction,
rhymes and poems.

WR
Say a sound for each



letters. W
Spell words by identifying
sounds in them and
representing the sounds
with a letter or letters.

letter in the alphabet and
at least 10 digraphs.

Read aloud simple
sentences and books
that are consistent with
their phonic knowledge,
including some common
exception words.

W
Write recognisable
letters, most of which are
correctly formed.
Write simple phrases and
sentences that can be
read by others.

Mathematics: Mathematics: Mathematics: Mathematics: Mathematics: Mathematics:

One-to-one counting
Count and match sets

of objects
Number recognition

Number order
Addition

2D & 3D shapes
Length

Accurate counting
Numicon & number

Number bonds
Addition

Positional and
Directional language

Size and order
Capacity

Comparing quantities
Estimation

Count and match
Subtraction

Addition
Repeating patterns

Weight
Time

Direction /
coordinates

Number bonds
Addition

Subtraction
Comparing number
One more / one less

Height
Data handling

Estimation
More / Fewer

Compare Quantities
Sharing & halving

Subtraction
Odd & Even

Coins

Counting sequence
Number order

Doubling
Number doubles

Compare 2 numbers
Subtraction

Addition
Length

Symmetry

Use number names and
number language
spontaneously.
Recites numbers in order
to 10.
Know that numbers identify
how many objects are in a
set.
Sometimes matches
numeral and quantity
correctly.
Shows an interest in
numerals in the
environment.

Use number names
accurately in play.
Recites numbers in order
to 10.
Begin to represent
numbers using fingers and
pictures.
Show an interest in number
problems.
Shows an interest in
representing numbers.
Realises not only objects,
but anything can be
counted.

Use number names and
number language.
Know that numbers identify
how many objects are in a
set.
Matches numeral and
quantity correctly.
Show curiosity about
numbers by offering
comments or asking
questions.
Compare two groups of
objects and say when they
are the same number.

Use number names
accurately in play.
Recites numbers in order
to 10.
Know that numbers identify
how many objects are in a
set.
To represent numbers
using fingers, marks and
pictures.
Show curiosity about
numbers by offering
comments or asking
questions.

Use number names
accurately in play.
Know that numbers identify
how many objects are in a
set.
Matches numeral and
quantity correctly.
Show an interest in number
problems.
Shows an interest in
representing numbers.
Realises not only objects,
but anything can be
counted.

Recites numbers in order
to 10.
To represent numbers
using marks on paper -
numeral formation.
Show curiosity about
numbers by offering
comments or asking
questions.
Compare two groups of
objects and say when they
are the same number.
Seperate a group of
objects in different ways



Shows an interest in shape
and space by playing with
shapes or making
arrangements with objects.
Shows awareness of
similarities of shape in the
environment.
Shows interest in shape
through construction
activity, talking about
shapes or arrangements.
Shows interest in shapes in
the environment.
Use shapes appropriately
for tasks.

Uses positional language.
Shows interest in shape
through construction
activity.

Shows an interest in shape
and space by playing with
shapes or making
arrangements with objects.
Recognises shapes in the
environment.
Shows interest in shape
through construction
activity, talking about
shapes or arrangements.
Talk about the shapes of
everyday objects.

Separate a group of three
or four objects in different
ways, recognise the total is
still the same.
Show an interest in number
problems.
Shows an interest in
numerals in the
environment.

Use shapes appropriately
for tasks.

and recognise that the total
is still the same.
Can talk about shapes or
arrangements.
Use shapes appropriately
for tasks.

Recognise some numerals
of personal significance.
Recognise numerals 1 to 5.
Counts up to three or four
objects by saying one
number name for each
item.
Counts objects to 10.
Counts out up to six
objects from a larger
group.
Selects the correct numeral
to represent objects.
Begin to use the
mathematical names for
3D and 2D shapes and
begin to describe them.
Orders items by length.
Orders and sequences
familiar events.

Recognises numerals 1 to
5 securely.
Counts objects by saying
one number name for each
item.
Counts actions or objects
which cannot be moved.
Counts objects to 10.
Counts an irregular
arrangement of up to ten
objects.
Finds the total number of
items in two groups by
counting all of them.
Use vocabulary involved in
adding.
Can describe their relative
position.
Orders items by capacity.
Use objects to create and
build models.

Counts actions or objects
which cannot be moved.
Counts out up to six
objects from a larger
group.
Selects the correct numeral
to represent objects.
Counts an irregular
arrangement of up to ten
objects.
Estimate how many objects
they can see and check by
counting them.
Use the language of ‘more’
and ‘fewer’ to compare two
sets of objects.
Finds the total number of
items in two groups by
counting all of them.
Use vocabulary involved in
adding and subtracting.
Orders items by weight.
Use language related to
time.
Measure short periods of
time in simple ways.
Use objects and shapes to
create and recreate
patterns.

Recognise some numerals.
Counts objects by saying
number names correctly.
Counts objects to 10.
Counts out up to six
objects from a larger
group.
Finds the total number of
items in two groups by
counting all of them.
Use vocabulary involved in
adding and subtracting.
Find one more, one less
from a group of objects.
Record marks which they
can interpret and explain.
Identify mathematical
problems.
Orders items by height.

Counts objects accurately.
Counts objects to 10, and
beginning to count beyond
10.
Says the number that is one
more than a given number.
Estimate how many objects
they can see and check by
counting them.
Use the language of ‘more’
and ‘fewer’ to compare two
sets of objects.
Use vocabulary involved in
subtracting.
Identify own mathematical
problems based on own
interests and fascinations.
Use everyday language
related to money.

Recognises numerals.
Counts objects beyond 10.
Selects the correct numeral
to represent objects.
Use the language of ‘more’
and ‘fewer’ to compare two
sets of objects.
Use vocabulary involved in
adding and subtracting.
Record marks which they
can interpret and explain.
Orders items by length.
Use objects and shapes to
create and recreate
patterns.



N
Subitise (Recognise
quantities without
counting)  up to 5.

N
Subitise (Recognise
quantities without
counting)  up to 5.

Recall number bonds up
to 5.

NP
Verbally count beyond
20.

Compare quantities up to
10.

N
Have an understanding of
number to 10.

NP
Compare quantities up to
10 in different contexts,
recognising when one
quantity is greater than,
less than or the same as
the other quantity.

Explore and represent
patterns within numbers
up to 10, including evens
and odds and how
quantities can be
distributed equally.

N
Have a deep
understanding of number
to 10, including the
composition of each
number.

Automatically recall
number bonds up to 5
(Including subtraction
facts) and some number
bonds to 10, including
double facts.

NP
Verbally count beyond
20, recognising the
pattern of the counting
system.

Explore and represent
patterns within numbers
up to 10, including
double facts and how
quantities can be
distributed equally.

UW: UW: UW: UW: UW: UW:

My Family
Exploring materials

Shows interest in the lives
of people who are familiar
to them.
Remember and talk about
significant events in their
own experience.
Show interest in different
occupations and ways of
life.
Know things that make
them unique, and can talk
about similarities and
differences in relation to
friends and family.

Light and Dark

Remember and talk about
significant events in their
own experience.
Comment and ask
questions about the natural
world.
Talk about things they have
observed such as natural
and found objects.
Talk about why things
happen and how things
work.
Shows interest in
technological toys.

Weather and seasons

Remember and talk about
significant events in their
own experience.
Comment and ask
questions about the natural
world.
Can talk about things they
have observed.
Develop an understanding
of growth, decay and
changes over time.

Plants and growing

Can talk about things they
have observed such as
plants and the natural
environment.
Understand the life cycle of
plants - growth, decay and
changes over time.
Show care and concern for
living things and the
environment.

Past and Present
Castles

Remember and talk about
significant events in their
own experience.
Shows interest in different
ways of life.
Comment and ask questions
about the place they live.

Life cycles and
Habitats

Comment and ask
questions about the natural
world.
Can talk about things they
have observed such as
animals and the natural
world.
Develop an understanding
of growth and changes.
Shows care and concern
for animals and the
environment.



Comments and asks
questions about aspects of
their familiar world such as
the place they live.
Comment and ask
questions about the natural
world.
Talk about things they have
observed such as natural
and found objects.
Talk about why things
happen and how things
work.

Enjoys joining in with family
customs and routines.
Look closely at patterns
and change in their local
environment.
Look closely at similarities
and differences when
comparing and testing
materials.

Look closely at patterns
and change.
Use ICT hardware.

Identify similarities,
differences and change
when exploring weather
and seasons.

Enjoys joining in with family
customs and routines.
Explore similarities,
differences and change for
growing plants.

Enjoys joining in with family
customs.
Discuss similarities,
differences and change in
relation to places.

Explain similarities and
differences when
researching life cycles and
environments.

NW
Know some similarities
and differences between
the natural world around
them.

PP
Talk about the lives of
people around them and
their roles in society.

NW
Explore the natural world
around them.

NW
Know some similarities
and differences between
the natural world around
them and contrasting
environments.

Understand some
important processes and
changes in the natural
world around them,
including seasons.

PCC
Describe their immediate
environment using
knowledge from
observation, discussion,
stories, non-fiction texts
and maps.

NW
Explore the natural world
around them, making
observations and
drawing pictures of
plants.

Understand some
important processes and
changes in the natural
world around them.

PP
Talk about the lives of
people around them and
their roles in society.

Know some similarities
and differences between
things in the past and
now, drawing on their
experiences and what has
been read in class.

Understand the past
through settings,
characters and events
encountered in books
read in class and
storytelling.

NW
Explore the natural world
around them, making
observations and
drawing pictures of
animals.

Know some similarities
and differences between
the natural world around
them and contrasting
environments, drawing
on their experiences and
what has been read in
class.

Understand some
important processes and
changes in the natural
world around them,
including changing
states of matter.



UW - T: UW - T: UW - T: UW - T: UW - T: UW - T:

E- Safety and ICT
programmes

● Online safety
● Health and

safety issues
● Picture

programme
● IB/chrome books
● Login school 360
● Google maps
● Pedometers

Programming and
Equipment

● Bee-bots -
coding

● Torches - explore
light & shadows

● Cameras/I-Pads
● Remote control

toys / robot
● Video recording

– Non-fiction /
message

Recording and
Photography

● Green screen -
weather report

● Photography
● Microphones &

walkie talkies
● Create a photo

album
E-safety

Sounds and digital
tools

● CD player - lotto
games/ stories

● I-pods - listen to
stories and
songs

● Video recording
– nursery
rhymes

● Digital
microscope -
explore plants

Software programmes
and Websites

● Programmes -
animate objects

● Keyboard and
mouse skills

● 2 create stories
● Online safety
● Explore websites
● Google maps

Search engine and
websites

● Online Safety
● Google research
● Use word - type
● Emails
● Explore websites

- BBC learning
zone

● Google Earth

Shows an interest in
technological objects.
Know that information can
be retrieved from a
computer.
Aware of e-safety.
Knows how to stay safe
around electrical
equipment.
Can log in with support
to school 360.

Knows how to operate
simple equipment - remote
controls / torches.
Shows an interest in
technological toys to make
them move.
Shows skill in making toys
work, make sounds and
move.
Begin to programme a
Bee-bot.

Children can use
equipment to take
photographs.

Shows an interest in
technological equipment -
camera devises.

Understands the need for
online safety.

Children can use
equipment to take
photographs.

Knows how to operate
simple equipment - CD
player.
Shows an interest in
technological equipment.

To use a range of
technology to record and
listen to sounds.

Shows an interest in
technological equipment.
Know that information can
be retrieved from a
computer.

Can access programmes
on a range of devices.

Knows that information can
be retrieved from
computers.

Children can explain how
to stay safe when online.

Completes a simple
programme on a computer.
Uses ICT hardware to
interact with
age-appropriate software.

Knows how to stay safe
when online.
Can login to school 360
and access programmes.

Children can programme
equipment.

Children can use a range
of technological toys
independently and
explain how to
programme them.

Use technology
purposefully to create
digital content.

Children can use a range
of technological
equipment
independently.

Children can use
equipment to record
images and sounds.

Use technology safely.

Children know to keep
personal information
private.

Completes a simple
programme on a computer.
Uses ICT hardware to
interact with age-appropriate
software.

Children can use a range
of equipment to interact
with software.

Uses ICT hardware to
interact with
age-appropriate software.

Use technology safely
and respectfully, keeping
personal information
private; identify where to
go for help and support
when they have concerns

Children recognise that a Children select and use Children know what Children select and use Children demonstrate a Children recognise that a



range of technology is
used in the home and
schools.

technology for particular
purposes.

different technological
equipment is used for.

technology for particular
purposes.

range of skills to complete
and access age
appropriate software.

range of technology is
used in the home and
schools.

EAD: EAD: EAD: EAD: EAD: EAD:

Materials and
construction

Junk Modelling
Musical instruments

Light and Dark
Colours

Colour
Shadow and Natural

Art

Colour and Printing

Vincent Van Gogh the
Seasons

Natural Art and Clay

Giuseppe Arcimboldo
- 3D art

Pattern and Design

Construction
Paul Klee – Castle and

Sun

Patterns and
Symmetry

Drawing Skills
Weaving

Sings a few familiar songs.
Imitates movement in
response to music.
Taps out simple repeated
rhythms.
Explores and learns how
sounds can be changed.
Interested in and describe
texture.
Use various construction
materials.
Construct stacking blocks
vertically and horizontally,
making enclosures and
creating spaces.
Join construction pieces
together to build and
balance.
Makes up rhythms.
Build stories around toys.
Use resources to create
props to support role play.
Capture experiences and
responses through music.

Enjoys joining in with
dancing and ring games.
Sings a few familiar songs.
Beginning to move
rhythmically.
Explores colour and how
colours can be changed.
Use lines to enclose a
space and begin to use
shapes to represent
objects.
Developing preferences for
forms of expression.
Uses movement to express
feelings.
Sings to self and makes up
simple songs.
Notice what adults do and
imitate what is observed,
and spontaneously when
the adult is not there.
Engage in imaginative role
play based on own
first-hand experiences.

Explores colour and how
colours can be changed.
Use lines to enclose a
space and use shapes to
represent objects.
Realise tools can be used
for a purpose.
Uses movement to express
feelings.
Engage in imaginative role
play based on own
first-hand experiences.
Capture experiences and
responses through paint.

Enjoys joining in with ring
games.
Beginning to move
rhythmically.
Sings a few familiar songs.
Imitate movement in
response to music.
Tap out repeated rhythms.
Explores and learns how
sounds can be changed.
Use selected tools for a
purpose.
Create movement in
response to music.
Sings to self and makes up
simple songs.
Build stories around toys.

Use lines to enclose a
space, use shapes to
represent objects.
Use various construction
materials.
Construct stacking blocks
vertically and horizontally,
making enclosures and
creating spaces.
Join construction pieces
together to build and
balance.
Realise tools can be used
for a purpose.
Build stories around toys.
Use resources to create
props for role play.

Enjoys joining in with
dancing and ring games.
Can move rhythmically.
Imitates movement in
response to music.
Taps out simple repeated
rhythms.
Explores colour and how
colours can be changed.
To be interested in and
describe the texture of
objects.
Creates movement in
response to music.
Capture experiences and
responses through dance.

Begins to build up a
repertoire of songs and
dances.
Explores the different
sounds of instruments.
Understand that different
media can be combined to

Begins to build up a
repertoire of songs and
dances.
Explores what happens
when they mix colours.
Experiment to create
different textures.

Explores what happens
when they mix colours.
Use simple tools and
techniques competently
and appropriately.
Create representations of
objects.

Builds up a repertoire of
songs and dances.
Explores the different
sounds of instruments.
Manipulates materials to
achieve a planned effect.
Use tools and techniques

Combine different media to
create new effects.
Manipulates materials to
achieve a planned effect.
Constructs with a purpose in
mind using a variety of
resources.

Explores what happens
when they mix colours.
Experiments to create
different textures.
Use tools and techniques.
Select tools and
techniques needed to



create new effects.
Constructs with a purpose
in mind using a variety of
resources.
Select tools and
techniques needed to
shape, assemble and join
materials.
Introduce a storyline or
narrative into play.
Play alongside others who
are engaged in the same
theme.

Combine different media to
create effects.
Use simple tools and
techniques competently
and appropriately.
Create simple
representations of people
and objects
Choose particular colours
to use for a purpose.
Gestures to express and
respond to feelings and
experiences.
Introduce a storyline or
narrative into play.

Choose particular colours
to use for a purpose.
Play cooperatively as part
of a group to develop and
act out a narrative.

competently and
appropriately.
Selects appropriate
resources and adapts work
where necessary.
Introduce a storyline or
narrative into play.
Play cooperatively as part
of a group to develop and
act out a narrative.

Selects appropriate
resources and adapts work
where necessary.
Select tools and techniques
needed to shape, assemble
and join materials.
Create representations of
people, events and objects.
Introduce a storyline and
narrative into their play.

shape, assemble and join
materials.
Initiates new combinations
of movement and gestures
in order to express and
respond to feelings, ideas
and experiences.
Choose particular colours
to use for a purpose.
Play cooperatively as part
of a group to develop and
act out a narrative.

CWM
Safely use and explore a
variety of materials.

Share their creations.

BI&E
Invent stories with peers
and their teacher.

CWM
Safely use and explore a
variety of materials,
experimenting with
colour.

BI&E
Perform songs, rhymes
and stories with others.

CWM
Explore a variety of tools
and techniques,
experimenting with
colour and design.

BI&E
Perform songs with
others, and try to move
in time with music.

CWM
Safely use and explore a
variety of tools and
techniques,
experimenting with
texture, form and
function.

BI&E
Sing a range of
well-known nursery
rhymes and songs.

CWM
Safely use and explore a
variety of materials, tools
and techniques,
experimenting with
design.

Share their creations,
explaining the process
they have used.

Make use of props and
materials when role
playing characters in
narratives and stories.

BI&E
Invent, adapt and recount
narratives and stories with
peers and their teacher.

CWM
Safely use and explore a
variety of materials, tools
and techniques,
experimenting with
colour, design texture,
form and function.

Share their creations,
explaining the process
they have used.

BI&E
Perform songs, rhymes,
poems and stories with
others, and try to move
in time with music.

Music: Music: Music: Music: Music: Music:

Charanga - Me!

Listening and responding
to different styles of music.
Embedding foundations of
the interrelated dimensions

Charanga - My Stories

Listening and responding
to different styles of music.
Embedding foundations of
the interrelated dimensions

Charanga - Everyone

Listening and responding
to different styles of music.
Embedding foundations of
the interrelated dimensions

Charanga - Our World

Listening and responding
to different styles of music.
Embedding foundations of
the interrelated dimensions

Charanga - BIg Bear
Funk

Listening and appraising
Funk music.
Embedding foundations of
the interrelated dimensions

Charanga - Reflect,
Rewind and Replay

Listen and Appraise.
Continue to embed the
foundations of the
interrelated dimensions of



of music.
Learning to sing or sing
along with nursery rhymes
and action songs.
Improvising leading to
playing classroom
instruments.
Share and perform the
learning that has taken
place.

of music.
Learning to sing or sing
along with nursery rhymes
and action songs.
Improvising leading to
playing classroom
instruments.
Share and perform the
learning that has taken
place.

of music.
Learning to sing or sing
along with nursery rhymes
and action songs.
Improvising leading to
playing classroom
instruments.
Singing and learning to
play instruments within a
song.
Share and perform the
learning that has taken
place.

of music.
Learning to sing or sing
along with nursery rhymes
and action songs.
Improvising leading to
playing classroom
instruments.
Singing and learning to
play instruments within a
song.
Share and perform the
learning that has taken
place.

of music using voices and
instruments.
Learning to sing Big Bear
Funk and revisiting other
nursery rhymes and action
songs.
Playing instruments within
the song.
Improvisation using voices
and instruments.
Riff-based composition.
Share and perform the
learning that has taken
place.

music using voices and
instruments.
Sing and revisit nursery
rhymes and action songs.
Play instruments within the
song.
Improvisation using voices
and instruments.
Riff-based composition.
Share and perform the
learning that has taken
place.

RE: RE: RE: RE: RE: RE:

I am Special
We are unique children
of God
Harvest

Special People
People who help us and
love us (Values)
Christmas

Stories Jesus Heard
Old Testament

Stories Jesus told
Parables
Easter

Friendship
Jesus is our Friend
Religions & Cultures

Special place and
Special times
Church
Family customs

Shows interest in the lives
of people who are familiar
to them. (UW-PC)

Knows some of the things
that make them unique,
and can talk about some of
the similarities and
differences in relation to
friends or family. (UW-PC)

Recognises and describes
special times or events for
family or friends. (UW-PC)

Shows interest in the lives
of people who are familiar
to them. (UW-PC)

Remembers and talks
about significant events in
their own experience.
(UW-PC)

Recognises and describes
special times or events for
family or friends. (UW-PC)

Beginning to understand
‘why’ and ‘how’
questions.(CL-U)

Shows interest in the lives
of people who are familiar
to them. (UW-PC)

Recognises and describes
special times or events for
family or friends. (UW-PC)

Listens to stories with
increasing attention and
recall. (CL-LA)

Talk about significant
events in their own
experience. (UW-PC)

Listens to stories with
increasing attention and
recall. (CL-LA)

Use talk to connect ideas.
(LA-S)

Describe special times and
events for family or friends.
(UW-PC)

Knows some of the things
that make them unique, and
can talk about some of the
similarities and differences
in relation to friends or
family. (UW-PC)

Shows interest in the lives
of people who are familiar
to them. (UW-PC)

Remembers and talks
about significant events in
their own experience.
(UW-PC)

Recognises and describes
special times or events for
family or friends. (UW-PC)

Comments and asks
questions about aspects of
their familiar world such as
the place where they live or
the natural world. (UW-W)

Enjoys joining in with family
customs and routines.
(UW-PC)

Enjoys joining in with family
customs and routines.
(Christmas celebrations)
(UW-PC)

Use talk to organise and
clarify thinking, ideas and
events. (LA-S)

Enjoys joining in with family
customs and routines
(Ways families celebrate
Easter) (UW-PC)

Listens and responds to
ideas expressed by others
in conversation or
discussion.(LA-U)

Enjoys joining in with family
customs and routines.
(Baptism experiences)
(UW-PC)



Know that Christians
believe God is their
heavenly father and he
loves them.

Know that Christians
believe God made the
world and everything in it
and say thank you for his
creation.

Know that Christmas is
the celebration of Jesus’
birthday.

Know that Jesus was a
very special baby, the
Son of God.

Talk about why
Christmas is important to
Christians.

Be able to recall the Old
Testament stories they
have heard.
Know that Jesus told
stories.
Be able to identify a
Bible.
Be able to recall some of
the stories Jesus told.
Begin to develop an
understanding of the
message Jesus came to
share.

Know in brief the events
of Holy Week.

Recognise symbols
associated with Easter.

Able to follow a story
without pictures or props.
(CL-LA)

Know that Christians
consider themselves to
be friends of Jesus.

Be able to recall stories
of Jesus with his friends.

Recognise and name
Christian artefacts.
Talk about the role of the
vicar/minister in a
ceremony (e.g. wedding)
and why he/she is special.
Know that the church is a
special place for
Christians.

PP
Talk about the lives of
the people around them
and their role in society.

PP
Know some similarities
and differences between
things in the past and
now, drawing on their
experiences and what
has been read in class.

PCC
Know some similarities
and differences between
different religious and
cultural communities in
this country, drawing on
their experiences and
what has been read in
class.

PCC
Know some similarities
and differences between
different religious and
cultural communities in
this country, drawing on
their experiences and
what has been read in
class.

Explain some similarities
and differences between
life in this country and life
in other countries,
drawing on knowledge
from stories, non-fiction
texts and maps.

PCC
Describe their immediate
environment using
knowledge from
observation, discussion,
stories, non-fiction texts
and maps.

Outdoors: Outdoors: Outdoors: Outdoors: Outdoors: Outdoors:

Story den building
Character crime scene
Find a glass slipper!

Tea Party

How to play and work
outdoors safely.

Community walk
Woodland walk

Tents

Night vision cameras
– wildlife in school

Build a boat or
discover a shipwreck!

A weather station
Treasure hunt

Allotments
Sensory Garden
Humpty Dumpty

‘Eggperiment’ day

A great discovery!
Dragon egg

Building a Castle
Medieval Banquet
Fantasy Adventure

Create a mini-beast
habitat

Fossil hunt –
mini-beast

identification
Spider web weaving

Visits/Visitors: Visits/Visitors: Visits/Visitors: Visits/Visitors: Visits/Visitors: Visits/Visitors:

Storyteller / Author Owl/ Falconry visit Visit to the beach Garden Centre Berwick Castle Paxton House



Fairy Tale character Berwick Bear - Author
Morrisons - healthy

eating
Christmas: Santa/

Panto

Lighthouse
Lifeboat station
Sealife centre

Kirkley Hall –
Zoological Gardens

Alnwick Gardens
EY Cafe-well being

house

Berwick Barracks
Alnwick Castle
Norham Castle

Bamburgh Castle
Ford Castle

Zoo Lab
Northumberland Zoo


